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Term  Unit/lesson 

 

Hours GCSE spec Support  

(Pi) 

Core  

(Theta) 

Depth 

 (Delta) 

Misconceptions 

Autumn 1 Number 

1.1 Mental maths 

 N1-6, N13-16 1. Use multiplication facts and arithmetic laws 

to do mental division/multiplications 

2. Multiply and divide by 10, 100 and 1000 

3. Use the priority of operations 

1. Know and use priority of operations 

2. Recall multiplication facts and use laws of 

arithmetic to mentally multiply and divide 

3. Multiply by multiples of 10, 100 and 1000 

1. Understand how multiplying by 10, 

100 and 1000 and how it relates to out 

place value system and why this means 

we have a decimal system 

Partitioning splits the bigger number to make 

some easier multiplications. 

You must use the priority of operations. Use 

BIDMAS: - +/- work left to right 

 1.2 Addition and subtraction   1. Use written methods to add and subtract 

whole numbers 

2. Round to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000 

1. Round whole numbers to nearest 10000, 

100000, 1000000 

2. Use estimation and inverse operation to 

check calculations 

3. Add and subtract whole numbers using 

written method 

1. Understand inverse operations Students often read column calculations from left to 

right.  

 1.3 Multiplication   1. Use a written method to multiply whole 

numbers 

1. Multiply whole numbers using written 

method 

2. Use estimation to check answers 

1. Know what is is to multiply; grid 

method/long multiplication compared 

to illustrate same answer 

Problems with place value can cause difficulties with 

written work.  

 1.4 Division   1. Use written method to divide whole num-

bers  

1. Divide whole numbers using a written 

method 

2. Use estimation to check answers  

1. Know what it means if a division 

calculation has a remainder  

1. Students often neglect to preserve place value in 

the answer  

2. Students often fail to understand the process of 

        

 1.6 Negative numbers   1. Order positive and negative numbers 

2. Add and subtract positive and negative 

numbers  

1. Order positive and negative numbers 

2. Add and subtract positive and negative 

numbers  

3. Multiply/divide with negatives 

1. Understand what negative numbers 

are and how they behave 

Students often assume the absolute value when 

comparing or ordering negative numbers.  

 1.7 Factors, multiples and 

primes 

  1. Find multiples and LCM 

2. Find factor pairs and HCF of two numbers 

3. Recognise prime numbers 

1. Find multiples and LCM 

2. Find factor pairs and HCF of two numbers 

3. Recognise prime numbers 

1. Connect remainders to factors and 

multiples  

1. Students often fail to find all the factors of a num-

ber  

2. Students often think that 1 is a prime number and 

that 2 is not.  

 1.8 Square numbers    1. Recognise square numbers  

2. Use calculator to find square numbers and 

roots 

3. Use the priority of operations including 

powers  

1. Recognise square numbers  

2. Use calculator to find square numbers 

and roots 

3. Use the priority of operations including 

powers  +  use index form 

1. Some square roots give decimals—

DON’T go into surds  

1. Students often think that .  

2. Students often make errors with the order 

of operations  

n
n =

2



Term  Unit/lesson 

 

Hours GCSE spec Support (Pi) Core (Theta) Depth (Delta) Misconceptions 

Autumn 3 Expressions, functions and 

formulae 

3.1 Functions 

 A1 - 4, A7 1.  Find outputs of simple functions written in 

words and using symbols  

1.  Find outputs of simple functions written 

in words and using symbols  

2. Describe simple functions in words  

1. Understand that a function is a 

relationship that maps one set of 

numbers on to another, with each 

input mapping to exactly one output, 

and with the maths they know so far, it 

can use any of the four operations is 

important.  

Students sometimes decide what an 

unknown function is based on only 

one set of input and output values  

 3.2 Simplifying expressions   1. Simplify linear algebraic expressions by 

collecting lie terms  

1. Simplify linear algebraic expressions by 

collecting lie terms  

2. Use letters to represent unknowns in 

algebraic expressions  

1. Know what an unknown is, how you 

can use any letter to represent an 

unknown number or quantity, and that 

as they represent numbers, you can 

add, subtract them in the same way as 

you do numbers 

Students may write 5x – 4x = 1x. 

Although it is not incorrect, explain 

to students that it is not necessary to 

write the 1.  

 3.3 Simplifying expressions 2   1. Multiply and divide algebraic terms  

2. Use brackets with numbers and letters  

1. Use brackets with numbers and letters 

2. Multiply and divide algebraic terms  

1. Know what an unknown is, how you 

can use any letter to represent an 

unknown number or quantity, and that 

as they represent numbers, you can 

add, subtract them in the same way as 

you do numbers—including multiply-

ing and dividing  

2. Understand that algebra uses the 

same arithmetic rules as number 

1. Students often combine unlike 

terms, e.g. 2p + 3r = 5pr  

2. When expanding brackets, stu-

dents often multiply only the first 

term in the bracket by the number 

outside the bracket, e.g. 4(x + 2) = 4x 

+ 2  

 3.4 Writing expressions   1. Write expressions from word descriptions 

using addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division 

2. Write expressions to represent function 

machines 

1. Write expressions from word descrip-

tions using addition, subtraction, multipli-

cation and division 

2. Write expressions to represent function 

machines 

1. Begin to understand that an algebra-

ic expression can represent a rule, and 

that writing an algebraic expression 

may be easier than explaining a rule in 

words, and easier for the reader to 

understand  

When writing expressions, students 

often write subtractions the wrong 

way round, e.g. writing 3 less than x 

as 3 – x.  

 3.5 Substituting into formulae   1.  Substitute positive integers into simple 

formulae written in words  

2. Substitute positive integers into formulae 

written in letters 

1.  Substitute positive integers into simple 

formulae written in words  

2. Substitute positive integers into formu-

lae written in letters 

1. Understand that letters are called 

variables because they can change or 

vary, but the relationship between 

them given by the formulae will always 

remain the same 

Students often substitute incorrectly 

into a formula. For example, v = at 

when a = 5 and t = 6, simply writing v 

= 56.  

 3.6 Writing formulae   1. Write simple formulae in words 

2. Write simple formulae using letter symbols  

1. Write simple formulae in words 

2. Write simple formulae using letter sym-

bols  

3. Identify functions and formulae 

4. Identify the unknowns in a formula and a 

function  

1. Understand that a formula can be 

seen a s a rule that tells you how to do 

a calculation or how to work out the 

number of something, and writing it in 

algebra can save time  

Students often do not write a formu-

la in its simplest form, e.g. writing p 

= 5 ´ t  



Term  Unit/lesson 

 

Hours GCSE spec Support (Pi) Core (Theta) Depth (Delta) Misconceptions 

Autumn 2 Analysing and displaying data 

2.1 Mode, median and range  

 S2, S4 1. Find the mode of a data set, numerical and 

non-numerical 

2. Find the median from an odd and even 

number of values 

3. Find the range of a data set 

1. Find the mode of a data set, numerical and 

non-numerical 

2. Find the median from an odd and even 

number of values 

3. Find the range of a data set 

1. Understand what an average is a 

measure of and what it does/does not 

represent 

 

1. Students forgetting to order 

data before finding median 

 

 2.2 Displaying data   1. Read and draw pictograms/bar charts/ line 

graphs 

2. Read and construct tally charts and fre-

quency tables 

3. Find mode and range from a chart or table 

1. Read and draw pictograms/bar charts/ line 

graphs 

2. Read and construct tally charts and fre-

quency tables 

3. Find mode and range from a chart or table 

1. Understand how to chose the best 

representation for different data sets  

1. Students often read frequencies 

as values and vice-versa in a table 

where ‘frequency’ is not labelled  

2. Students often confuse frequency 

and mode, giving the frequency of 

the highest bar rather than the 

mode.  

 2.3 Grouping data   1. Read and construct grouped tally charts 

and frequency tables  

2. Read and construct grouped bar charts for 

discrete and continuous data  

3. Find modal class from frequency table 

1. Read and construct grouped tally charts 

and frequency tables  

2. Read and construct grouped bar charts for 

discrete and continuous data  

3. Find modal class from bar chart or fre-

quency table 

1. Understand different averages and 

what the represent 

1. Students often do not understand 

they need to add individual frequen-

cies to work out the number of 

people in a survey  

 2.4 Averages and comparing 

data  

  1. Calculate mean, median, mode and range 

of a set of values 

2. Compare two sets of data using an average 

or the range 

1. Calculate mean, median, mode and range 

of a set of values 

2. Compare two sets of data using an average 

or the range 

1. Understand averages and what they 

represent 

2. Understand how to use the range to 

compare data 

3. Understand which average is most 

1. Students often confuse the differ-

ent types of average – mode, medi-

an and mean. 

2.  Students often do not understand 

the need to use context when com-

paring data sets.  

 2.5 Line graphs and more bar 

charts  

  1. Read and draw a line graph 

2. Read and draw a dual bar chart 

3. Read and draw a compound bar chart  

1. Read and draw a line graph 

2. Read and draw a dual bar chart 

3. Read and draw a compound bar chart  

1. Understand how to chose the best 

representation for different types of 

data  

1. Students often think that every 

value on a line in a line graph has 

meaning. 

2. Students may use a dot rather 

than a cross to mark a point.  



Term  Unit/lesson 

 

Hours GCSE spec Support (Pi) Core (Theta) Depth (Delta) Misconceptions 

Autumn 4 Decimals and measures 

4.1 Decimals and rounding 

 N1, N2, N13, 

N15, R1, R2, 

G14, G15, G16 

1. Measure and draw lines to the nearest 

millimetre 

2. Write decimals in order of size 

3. Round decimals to the nearest whole num-

ber 

1. Measure and draw lines to the nearest 

millimetre 

2. Write decimals in order of size 

3. Round decimals to the nearest whole 

number and to 1 decimal place 

4. Round decimals to make estimates of 

calculations  

1. Understand how to choose suitable 

numbers to round to when estimating 

an answer to a calculation (and this is 

not always rounding up or down to the 

nearest whole number) 

1. Students often do not measure from 0 

on a ruler.  

2. Students often make errors with 

comparing and ordering numbers with 

different numbers of decimal places  

 4.2 Length, mass and capacity   1. Multiply and divide by 10, 100 and 1000 

2. Convert between metric units of length, 

mass and capacity 

1. Multiply and divide by 10, 100 and 1000 

2. Compare measurements by converting to 

the same units 

3. Solve simple problems involving units of 

measure 

4. Convert between metric units of length, 

mass and capacity 

1.Understand how all units in the metric 

system are multiples/divisors of ‘base’ 

units and explore relationships 

2. Understand how decimal parts relate 

to each other 

Students often use the wrong operation 

(´10 instead of ÷10) when converting 

between units.  

 4.3 Scales and measures   1. Read scales 

2. Use scale diagrams  

1. Use scale diagrams 

2. Read scales on a range of measuring equip-

ment  

3. Write decimal measures as two related 

units of measures 

4. Interpret metric measures displayed on a 

calculator 

1. Understand how different scales 

enable different levels of accuracy 

2. Understand why reading decimal 

fractions of metric measures on a calcu-

lator is easier than decimal fractions of 

measures of time 

Students often misinterpret the divisions 

on a scale. Use a pictorial approach to 

address this.  

 4.4 Working with decimals 

mentally 

  1. Multiply decimals by multiples of 10 and 

100 

2. Multiply decimals mentally 

3. Understand where to position the decimal 

point by considering equivalent calculations 

1. Multiply decimals by 10, 100 and 1000 

2. Multiply decimals mentally 

3. Check a result by considering whether it is 

of the right order of magnitude 

4. Understand where to position the decimal 

point by considering equivalent calculations  

1.Explore patterns in place value multi-

plication decimal calculations 

2. Understand the inverse operations of 

multiplication and division in relation to 

place value decimal calculations  

Students often make errors identifying 

the number of decimal places when 

multiplying. Encourage students to 

estimate calculations first.  

 4.5 Working with decimals    1. Add and subtract decimals 

2. Multiply and divide decimals 

1. Add and subtract decimals 

2. Multiply and divide decimals by single digit 

whole numbers 

3. Divide numbers that give decimal answers  

1. Understand when is the most appro-

priate time to use a written or a mental 

method of calculation 

1. Students often fail to line up decimal 

points when adding or subtracting.  

2. Students often do not use estimation 

to check the results of multiplication  



Term  Unit/lesson 

 

Hours GCSE spec Support (Pi) Core (Theta) Depth (Delta) Misconceptions 

Autumn 4.6 Perimeter  N1, N2, N13, 

N15, R1, R2, 

G14, G15, G16 

1. Work out perimeter of squares, rectangles 

and regular polygons  

2. Calculate perimeter of shapes made from 

rectangles  

1. Work out the perimeter of composite 

shapes and polygons  

2. Solve perimeter problems  

1. Understand how to deduce formu-

lae for perimeters of different shapes 

1. Students often use the wrong 

calculation for perimeter and area  

2. Students often do not collect 

terms accurately when using alge-

braic expressions.  

 4.7 Area   1.  Find area of shapes by counting squares  

2. Find the area of rectangles and squares 

3. Calculate the area of shapes made from 

rectangles 

1. Find area of irregular shapes by counting 

squares 

2. Calculate the areas of shapes made from 

rectangles 

3. Solve problems involving area  

1. Understand that shapes can have 

the same area, but different perime-

ters; and shapes can have the same 

perimeter but different areas 

2. Know why area is measured in 

square units, and length/perimeter is 

measured in linear units 

1. Students sometimes multiply by 2 

when squaring.  

2. Students often do not know or 

recognise square roots of square 

numbers  

 4.8 More units of measure    1. Choose suitable units to measure area 

2. Use units of measure to solve problems 

3. Use metric and imperial units  

1. Choose suitable units to estimate length 

and area 

2. Use units of measure to solve problems 

3. Use metric and imperial units  

1. Understand that to compare 

measures in different units, they must 

all be converted to the same unit 

2. Understand how to make choices 

about which unit to convert measures 

to  

Students often do not understand 

the relationship between metric and 

imperial units.  

 1.5 Money and time   1. Round to the nearest pound or penny 

2. Use calculator to solve problems about 

time/money 

1. Round to nearest whole pound or penny 

2. Interpret calculator display in different 

contexts 

3. Solve problems involving money and time 

1. Understand how multiplying by 10, 

100 and 1000 and how it relates to out 

place value system and why this means 

we have a decimal system related to 

money 

1. Students often interpret a calculator display 

incorrectly, either 

reading 3.5 as ‘three pounds and five pence’  

2. seeing 3.40 as 3 hours 40 minutes.  



Term  Unit/lesson 

 

Hours GCSE spec Support (Pi) Core (Theta) Depth (Delta) Misconceptions 

Spring  

 

5 Fractions and percentages  

5.1  

Comparing fractions 

1 N2, N8, N10, 

N12, R3, R9 

1. Use fraction notation to describe parts of a 

shape 

2. Compare simple fractions 

1. Use fraction notation to describe parts of 

a shape 

2. Compare simple fractions  

3. Use a diagram to compare two or more 

simple fractions  

4. Order fractions  

1. Know that, for unit fractions, the 

larger the denominator, the smaller 

the value of the fractions 

1. When working out the fraction 

shaded, students often give an an-

swer of number shaded (as the 

numerator) and number unshaded 

(as the denominator),  

2. When comparing unit fractions, 

students assume that the fraction 

with the bigger denominator is the 

bigger fraction  

 5.2 

Simplifying fractions 

1  1. Change an improper fraction to a 

mixed number 

2. Identify equivalent fractions 

3. Simplify fractions by dividing numer-

ator and denominator by common 

factors 

1. Change an improper fraction to a mixed 

number  

2. Identify equivalent fractions 

3. Simplify fractions by dividing numerator 

and denominator by common factors 

1. Understand that simplifying frac-

tions can make them easier to visualise  

Students often write mixed numbers 

incorrectly. For example, writing 

 as  (because  

5 ÷ 3 = 1 r 2).  

5

3

1

2
1

 5.3 

Working with fractions 

2  1. Add and subtract simple fractions 

2. Calculate simple fractions of an amount  

1. Add and subtract simple fractions 

2. Calculate simple fractions of an amount  

1. Understand inverse operations 

relating to fractions  

When adding fractions, students 

often add the denominators as well 

as add the numerators  

 5.4 

Fractions and decimals  

1  1. Work with equivalent fractions and deci-

mals  

2. Write one quantity as a fraction of another 

1. Work with equivalent fractions and 

decimals  

2. Write one quantity as a fraction of an-

1. Understand that all 1, 2 and 3place 

decimals are also fractions  

Students often do not use the total 

as the denominator when writing 

one number as a fraction of another.  

 5.5 

Understanding percentages  

 

1  1. Understand percentage as ‘the number of 

parts per 100’ 

2. Convert a percentage to a fraction or a 

decimal  

1. Understand percentage as ‘the number 

of parts per 100’ 

2. Convert a percentage to a fraction or a 

decimal  

3. Work with equivalent percentages, 

1. Understand when it’s easier to 

compare proportions using fractions, 

decimals or percentages 

1. Students often write 0.8 as 8% or 

similar  

 

 5.6 

Percentages of amounts  

1  1. Calculate percentages  1. Use different strategies to calculate with 

percentages 

2. Express one quantity as a percentage of 

another  

1. . Working with fractions and per-

centages  that are >1 and what this 

means  

Students think that, because you 

divide by 10 when finding 10%, 

therefore you divide by 20 when 

finding 20%.  



Term  Unit/lesson 

 

Hours GCSE spec Support (Pi) Core (Theta) Depth (Delta) Misconceptions 

Spring  6. Probability  

6.1 The language of probability  

1 P2, P3, P4  1. Use the language of probability 

2. Use a probability scale with words 

3. Understand the probability scale from 0 to 

1  

1. Use the language of probability 

2. Use a probability scale with words 

3. Understand the probability scale from 0 

to 1  

1. ‘Unlikely’ and ‘likely’ have precise 

meetings in probability than everyday 

language  

2. Assigning numerical values to proba-

bilities can help us compare them 

more accurately  

Students may confuse 

equally likely with even 

chance.  

 6.2 Calculating probability 1  1. Identify outcomes of an event  

2.  Calculate probabilities  

1. Identify outcomes of an event  

2. Calculate probability based on equally 

likely outcomes  

3. Use probability scale from 0 to 1  

1. Know that probability can be repre-

sented as a fraction, decimal or a 

percentage  (and how you choose 

which to use for a given question)  

2. There may be n outcomes, but the 

probability of each is only 1/n if the 

outcomes are equally likely  

 

1. Students may not include out-

comes that appear identical.  

2. Students may not understand the 

difference between an event and an 

outcome.  

3. Students may calculate probabil-

ity using outcomes that are not 

equally likely.  

 6.3 More probability calcula-

tions 

1  1.  Use probability notation 

2. Calculate the probability of an event not 

happening  

1. Calculate more complex probabilities  

2. Calculate the probability of an event not 

happening  

1. Understand that when there are 

outcomes A, B and C, P(A or B)  = P(A) 

+ P(B), and that P(A) + P(B) + P© = 1  

When answering Depth questions 

students may count the same out-

come twice.  

 6.4 Experimental probability 2  1. Estimate probability based on experimental 

data 

1. Record date from a simple experiment 

2. Estimate probability based on experi-

mental  data  

3. Make conclusions based on the results of 

an experiment   

 

1. Understand that experimental prob-

ability is always an estimate , and for 

some contexts you can only use exper-

imental probability as it is not possible 

to calculate a  theoretical probability  

2. Understand why more trials lead to 

better estimate of probability 

Students may feel that estimated/

experimental probability is inferior 

to ‘exact’ or theoretical probability 

based on equally likely outcomes.  

 6.5 Expected outcomes  1  1. Use probability to estimate the expected 

number of outcomes  

2. Apply probabilities from simple experi-

mental data in simple situations  

 

1. Use probability to estimate the expected 

number of outcomes  

2. Apply probabilities from simple experi-

mental data in simple situations  

 

1. Understand that if an event has the 

probability 1/3 then we expect it to 

happen 1 in 3 times, but that doesn’t 

mean that it will definitely happen 1 in 

3 times  

When playing a game, students 

may forget to subtract the 

entrance fee from the prize. 

Point out the difference 

between 'prize' and 



Term  Unit/lesson 

 

Hours GCSE spec Support (Pi) Core (Theta) Depth (Delta) Misconceptions 

Spring 7. Ratio and proportion 

7.1 Direct proportion 

2 R3, R4, R5, R7, 

R8  

1. Use direct proportion in simple contexts  

2. Solve simple problems involving direct 

proportion 

1. Use direct proportion in simple contexts  

2. Solve simple problems involving direct 

proportion 

3. Use the unitary method to solve simple 

word problems involving direct proportion  

1. Understand when scaling/doubling/

halving may be more or less efficient 

than the unitary method, to solve 

direct proportion problems 

2. Understand that when two quanti-

ties are in direct proportion, when one 

increase the other increases at the 

same rate  

 

Students sometimes do not find the 

value of one item first when answer-

ing a question that requires the use 

of the unitary method.  

 7.2 Writing ratios 1  1. Use ratio notation  

2. Reduce a ratio to its simplest form  

1. Use ratio notation  

2. Reduce a ratio to its simplest form  

3. Reduce a three part ratio to its simplest 

form by cancelling  

1. Understand how to use ratios to 

make  comparisons  

1. Students sometimes write a ratio 

in the wrong order.  

2. Students sometimes fail to write a 

ratio in its simplest form.  

 7.3 Using ratios 2  1. Find equivalent ratios  

2. Divide a quantity into two parts in a given 

ratio 

3. Solve word problems involving ratios  

1. Find equivalent ratios  

2. Divide a quantity into two parts in a 

given ratio 

3. Solve word problems involving ratios  

4. Use ratios and measures  

1. Understand the multiplicative na-

ture of ratio 

2. Know the relationship between 

units of capacity, length and weight  

1. When dividing an amount in a 

ratio, e.g. £12 in the ratio 2 : 3, 

students sometimes work out 12 ÷ 2 

and 12 ÷ 3.  

2. Students sometimes assume that 

questions which involve using a ratio 

to find one part when the other is 

known are ‘share in a given ratio’ 

questions  

3. Students sometimes do not know 

whether to multiply or divide when 

converting units.  

 7.4 Ratios, proportion and 

fractions 

1  1. Use fractions to describe proportions  

2. Understand relationship between ratios 

and proportions  

1. Use fractions to describe proportions  

2. Understand and use the relationship 

between fractions, ratio and proportion 

1. Understand the relationship be-

tween ratio and proportion 

2. Understand that ratio is another 

way of comparing parts 

3.. Understand how this relates to 

comparing parts when written in frac-

tion form  

 

When changing a ratio to a fraction, 

students sometimes do not write the 

total as the denominator, e.g. when 

given a ratio of boys : girls = 2 : 3, 

they write  are boys.  

2

3

 7.5 Proportions and percent-

ages  

1  1. Use percentages to describe proportions  

2. Use percentages to compare simple  pro-

portions 

3. Understand the relationship between ratio 

and proportion 

1. Use percentages to describe proportions  

2. Use percentages to compare simple  

proportions 

3. Understand the relationship between 

percentages, ratio and proportion 

1. Understand that ratio is simply 

another way of comparing parts, and 

how this relates to comparing parts in 

percentage form  

2. Understand how to decide when it is 

better/more efficient to use ratios or 

proportion to make comparisons  

When changing a ratio to a percent-

age, sometimes students do not 

write the total as the denominator 

of the initial fraction.  



Term  Unit/lesson 

8 Lines and Angles  

Hours 

 

GCSE spec Support (Pi) Core (Theta) Depth (Delta) Misconceptions 

Summer 8.1 Measuring and drawing 

angles  

2 G1, G3, G4, 

G15 

1. Use a protractor to measure and draw 

angles  

1. Use a protractor to measure and draw 

angles  

2. Recognise acute, reflex and obtuse an-

gles  

1. When do you need to measure and 

when can you just estimate angles 

2. Understand the possible types of 

angles on a straight line, round a poin 

t, and in shapes  

3. Know and understand why a pro-

tractor has two scales, and which to 

use to measure a given angle 

1. Students sometimes do not see 

angle as a measure of turn.  

2. Students fail to measure angles 

correctly with a protractor.  

 8.2 Lines, angles and triangles  1  1. Name and label lines, angles and triangles  

2. Estimate the size of angles 

1. Estimate the size of angles  

2. Describe and label the lines, angles and 

triangles  

3. Identify angle and side properties of 

triangles   

1. Understand how to draw a diagram 

from written instructions  

2. Classify triangles using more than 

one name  

1. Students sometimes do not use a 

protractor incorrectly.  

2. Students sometimes assume that 

all triangles have 3 lines of sym-

metry.  

 8.3 Drawing triangles accurately  2  1. Use a ruler and protractor to draw triangles 

accurately  

1. Use a ruler and protractor to draw trian-

gles accurately  

1. Understand you can draw more  

than one triangle with the same angles 

and different side lengths  (leads into 

enlargement)  

2. Given one side and two angles, 

understand you can only draw one 

triangle 

 

Some students are unable to draw 

accurately.  

 8.4 Calculating angles  1  1. Find missing angles  on a straight line and 

around a point 

2. Use vertically opposite angles  

1. Use rules for angles on a straight line, 

around a point and vertically opposite 

angles  

2. Solve problems involving angles  

1. Understand relationship between 

angles on a straight line and angles 

around a point 

2. Understand there is no limit to the 

amount of angles around a point  

Students sometimes make simple 

errors when calculating.  

 8.5 Angles in a triangle 1  1. Work out the size of unknown angles in 

triangles     

1. Use the rule for sum of angles in trian-

gles  

2. Calculate interior and exterior angles  

3. Solve angle problems involving triangles  

1. Use angles in triangles to solve 

problems involving other shapes made 

up of triangles .  

2. Explore the relationship between 

exterior and interior angles of a trian-

gle  

1. Sometimes students do not 

extend a side to form the exterior 

angle.  

2. Students often do not subtract 

correctly from 180°.  

 8.6 Quadrilaterals 1  1. Identify and name types of quadrilaterals 

2. Use the rule for the sum of angles in a 

quadrilateral  

3. Solve angle problems involving quadrilat-

erals  

1. Identify and name types of quadrilaterals 

2. Use the rule for the sum of angles in a 

quadrilateral  

3. Solve angle problems involving quadrilat-

erals  

 

1. Know that the order in which you 

find angles can make solving a problem 

more or less efficient  

2. Use angles in quadrilaterals to solve 

problems involving other shapes made 

up of quadrilaterals  

1. Students often to not calculate 

correctly.  

2. Students often fail to remember 

the names of shapes.  



Term  Unit/lesson 

9 Sequences and graphs 

Hours 

 

GCSE spec Support (Pi) Core (Theta) Depth (Delta) Misconceptions 

Summer 9.1 Sequences 1 A8, A9, A23, 

A24, A25 

1. Recognise, describe and continue number 

sequences 

2. Generate terms of a sequence using a one-

step term-to-term rule 

3. Find missing terms in a sequence 

1. Recognise, describe and continue num-

ber sequences 

2. Generate terms of a sequence using a 

one-step term-to-term rule 

3. Find missing terms in a sequence 

1. know that the first term and term-to

-term rule together define a sequence. 

With just one of these, there is an 

infinite number of sequences that 

could be generated 

2. Understand that an infinite se-

quence doesn’t necessarily tend to +/- 

infinity. E.g. 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 

Sometimes students make basic 

mistakes when adding and sub-

tracting negative numbers and/or 

decimals.  

 9.2 Pattern sequences 1  1. Find patterns and rules in sequences  

2. Describe how a pattern sequence grows  

1. Find patterns and rules in sequences  

2. Describe how a pattern sequence grows  

3. Find the midpoint of a line segment  

1. Understand that the first pattern 

gives the first term, and what is added 

each time is the term to term rule  

Students often do not relate the 

‘pattern number’ to the term num-

ber, instead thinking they are the 

same, or confusing them.  

 9.3 Coordinates and midpoints  1  1. Read and plot coordinates  

2. Generate and plot coordinates from a rule  

3. Find the midpoint of a line segment  

1. Generate and plot coordinates from a 

rule 

2. Solve problems and spot patterns in 

coordinates  

3. Find the midpoint of a line segment  

1. Recognise that the negative coordi-

nate axes are extensions of the num-

ber line in two directions  

2. Know and understand that the 

midpoint is : (the mean of x coordi-

nates , the mean of the y coordi-

nates ), just as  midpoint of two num-

bers is the mean of the two numbers  

1. Some students confuse x- and y-

coordinates (especially when one or 

the other is 0).  

2. Some students confuse positive 

and negative coordinates  

 9.4 Extending sequences  1  1. Use the term-to-term rule to work out 

terms in a sequence. 

2. Recognise and arithmetic sequence  

3. Recognise a geometric sequence  

1. Continue and describe special sequences  

2. Use the term-to-term rule to work out 

more terms in the sequence  

3. Recognise an arithmetic sequence and a 

1. Understand that when you plot an 

arithmetic sequence, it will always give 

a straight line. Relate this to ‘going up 

or down in equal size steps’ - and this 

is why we sometimes call them linear 

sequences  

Students sometimes think that any 

sequence that follows a rule is arith-

metic e.g. 2, 4, 8, 16, …  

 9.5 Straight-line graphs  2  1. Recognise,  name and plot graphs parallel 

to the axes 

2. Recognise, name and plot the graph of y=x 

3. Plot straight lines using table of values  

1. Recognise, name and plot straight line 

graphs parallel to the x– or y– axis  

2. Recognise, name and plot the graphs of 

y=x and y=-x 

3. Plot straight lines using table of values 

4. Draw graphs to represent relationships  

1. Understand that the equation of a 

straight line is a function that gener-

ates a y value for every x value, and 

when you input x = 1, 2, 3, into the 

function, the y values from an arithme-

tic sequence 

1. Some students think that the 

graph of y = a is parallel to the y-axis, 

and that x = b is parallel to the x-axis.  

2. Students sometimes think that 

when n = 4, 3n = 34.  

3. Students don’t always draw 

graphs to the edges of the grid.  

 9.6 Position-to-term rules  1  1. Generate terms of a sequence using a 

position-to-term rule 

1. Generate terms of a sequence using 

position-to-term rule  

1. Understand the connection be-

tween : nth term, term-to-term rule or 

common difference and first term 

(arithmetic sequences only)  

Some students confuse position-to-

term rule and term-to-term rule, as 

the same operation could be used in 

both, e.g. a position-to-term rule 

could be 5n and a ‘similar’ term-to-

term rule could be ´5.  



Term  Unit/lesson 

10 Transformations 

Hours GCSE spec Support (Pi) Core (Theta) Depth (Delta) Misconceptions 

Spring 10.1 Congruency and enlarge-

ments  

2 G5, G7, G8 1. Identify congruent shapes  

2. Enlarge shapes using a given scale factor  

3. Work out the scale factor given an object 

and its image  

1. Identify congruent shapes 

2. Use the language of enlargement  

3. Enlarge shapes using given scale factors  

4. Work out the scale factor given to an 

object and its image  

1. Understand the language of ‘scale 

factor’ - scale relating to scaling up/

down and multiplicativity; factor re-

lating to one measure being divisible 

by another (also about multiplicativity) 

2. Understand how ratio and enlarge-

ments relate to each other  (inc side 

lengths, perimeter and area) 

3. Know that enlargements, angles in 

shapes remain unchanged  

1. Some students confuse congru-

ence and similarity or think they are 

the same.  

2. Sometimes students do not under-

stand enlargement as a multiplica-

tive relationship.  

 10.2 Symmetry  1  1. Recognise line and rotational symmetry in 

2D shapes  

2. Identify all the symmetries of 2D shapes 

3. Identify reflection symmetry in 3D shapes  

1. Recognise line and rotational symmetry 

in 2D shapes  

2. Identify all the symmetries of 2D shapes 

3. Identify reflection symmetry in 3D 

shapes  

4. Solve problems using line of symmetry  

1. Understand the symmetries of 3D 

solids and the shapes of their planes of 

symmetry 

2. Understand the relationship be-

tween rotational and line symmetry in 

regular polygons  

1. Some students wrongly mark 

diagonals as lines of symmetry.  

2. Some students forget that every 

shape has rotational symmetry of at 

least order 1.  

3. Students need to be clear about 

the difference between line of sym-

metry (reflection symmetry), rota-

tional symmetry, order of rotational 

symmetry and plane of symmetry.  

 10.3 Reflection 2  1. Recognise and carry out reflections in a 

mirror line  

2. Reflect a shape on a co-ordinates grid  

3. Find the mirror line for a reflection on a co 

ordinate grid 

1. Recognise and carry out reflections in a 

mirror line  

2. Reflect a shape on a co-ordinates grid  

3. Describe a reflection on a co ordinate 

grid  

1. Identify patterns or rules in co ordi-

nates of vertices when a shape is 

reflected in different straight lines on a 

coordinate grid  

Common misconceptions around 

reflecting in the line x = y 

can be addressed by using 

tracing paper. 

 10.4 Rotation 1  1. Draw and describe rotations 1. Describe and carry out rotations on a co 

ordinate grid  

1. Identify patterns/rules in co ordi-

nates of vertices when a shape is 

rotated by different angles and in 

different directions on a co ordinate 

grid  

1. Some students neglect to rotate 

every part of the shape.  

2. Sometimes students do not main-

tain the distance to the centre of 

rotation.  

 10.5 Translations and combined 

transformations  

2  1. Translate 2D shapes 

2. Transform 2D shapes by combinations of 

rotations, reflections and translations  

1. Translate 2D shapes  

2. Transform 2D  shapes by combinations of 

translations  

1. Know that in translation, rotation, 

reflection, the image is congruent to 

the object  

2. Understand that combined transfor-

mations can be equivalent to a single 

transformation 

1. Translation errors usually involve 

incorrect use of negative numbers or 

travelling vertically first.  

2. Some students think that shapes 

are only congruent if they have been 

translated, and not if they have been 

rotated or reflected.  


















